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Beautifully simple and thoughtfully designed, Planes will change the way 

you look at collaborative spaces. Its clean, linear design allows for more than 

80,000 distinct combinations to suit your objectives and aesthetic. And with a 

multi-faceted family of tables, credenzas, and more, Planes provides unparalleled 

breadth and flexibility to create exactly the environment you need.

Designed as part of the global Haworth platform, Planes integrates seamlessly with 

our systems furniture, moveable walls, casegoods, and architectural elements. From 

its human-scaled dimensions to the materials and finishes, Planes effortlessly brings 

greater continuity to any space. Created by Haworth Design Studio and Daniel Figueroa 

of Bad Munder, Germany, Planes answers a global appeal for crisp, clean design.      



A complete environment.
 
At the core of the collection is the Planes 
table — a sleek, ideally proportioned 
design with options that appeal to 
virtually every taste and personality. 
From a sophisticated, formal air to 
something more contemporary and  
athletic, Planes offers the right shapes, 
scale, and finishes to enhance every 
space. But Planes extends far beyond 
tables. Multiple credenza and cart 
options, a coordinating podium, easels, 
information boards, and even an
integrated horizontal wall rail system 
contribute to a consistent, expertly
outfitted environment. 
 
From a single table to a fully furnished 
conference or multipurpose room, Planes 
makes an impeccable, professional 
impression within any budget.
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Inspiring functionality.
 
Planes is the office workhorse. 
Specifically designed to support the 
needs of business and technology 
today, Planes encourages users to: 

Configure. Create a variety of 
collaborative environments to  
support any application. 
 
Adjust. Choose from a variety 
of height-adjustable mechanisms: 
incremental, crank, torsion,  
and electric.

Plug In. Choose the built-in power 
and communication options that 
make sense for the space.

Flip. Use, move, or stow the flip-
top mobile tables in a snap.

Store. Flip up the pneumatic Y-Leg 
table with its ergonomic finger  
pull, then nest to save space. 
Finished on both sides, Planes 
tables can be stored in plain view.

Conceal. Keep wires contained, 
connected, and out of sight.
 
Specify. Choose the top shape, 
edge profile, leg style, core, and  
finish. Planes tables are offered in 
six-inch increments. 
 
Intuit. Enjoy logical, clear 
functionality that anyone can  
master in seconds.

Entirely responsive. 
 
Planes is designed as a kit of inter-
changeable parts. Arrange tables in 
a V for a speaker at 10 a.m., shift to 
a conference table over lunch, then 
create a collaborative atmosphere 
by early afternoon. The same room 
and furnishings can change shape 
in just minutes.  

Helpful features make Planes
technology and user friendly.
One-touch flip-top power units 
come in a variety of configurations. 
Cables stay out of sight, integrated 
into the table base and stretched 
down the Y-Leg. 

In addition, hidden doors conceal 
cables and storage. The light-weight 
podium and carts can be pulled 
where needed. And the Planes 
easel accommodates writable 
information boards that also hang 
on the horizontal wall rail system. 
The list goes on and on. 
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Great alone. Better together.™

As part of Haworth’s universal product 
platform, Planes integrates readily with 
Compose® systems, Enclose® moveable 
walls, and the Patterns™ architectural 
system, as well as the surrounding 
architecture. It’s one more way Haworth 
helps you create spaces that perform 
beautifully today, and adapt easily to 
changes down the road. 

In addition, Planes’ far-ranging materials, 
finishes, and glass offering integrates 
seamlessly with other Haworth lines. 
From high-end, formal conference rooms 
to roll-up-the-sleeves meeting spaces, 
Planes makes it easy to apply a uniform 
aesthetic throughout the landscape. 
Create consistency from walls and 
systems to tables and beyond.
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Attentively detailed. 

Planes incorporates aesthetic and 
functional details to enhance design 
freedom and user convenience. From 
technology-friendly features such as  
a cable base that neatly manages 
wires and one-touch flip-top power 
units, to a height-adjustable table 
that hides the crossbar under the 
table top, providing exceptional knee 
clearance for users. Planes delivers 
new ideas to collaborative spaces. 
 
The breadth of the Planes collection 
allows tremendous flexibility to  
support any application. Draw on 
tables, credenzas, media carts, podiums, 
and more to create a fully adaptable 
space that conforms to your aesthetic. 
From sophisticated, formal conference 
rooms to athletic multi-purpose 
environments, choose precisely the 
Planes elements, finishes, and options 
you need. 



Y-Leg
Use with a flip- or non-flip-
top table. Choose casters 
or glides for easy mobility, 
and switch them if you 
change your mind later. 

Pebble
30"D x 60"L to 
36"D x 96"L,  
36"D x 72"L with Flip

Hexagon
30"D x 60"L to 
36"D x 96"L,  
36"D x 72"L with Flip

Interior Leg
Placed appropriately  
for each top shape, the  
diagonal orientation  
allows ample leg room. 

Perimeter Leg
Available with 2"-thick 
tabletops to create  
a desk or elegant  
conference table. 

1/2 Round
36"D x 72"L

Polygon
30"D x 60"L to 
36"D x 72"L

Rectangle
30"D x 60"L to 
60"D x 270"L

Pebble
30"D x 60"L to 
60"D x 270"L 

Hexagon
30"D x 60"L to 
60"D x 270"L 

Round
42"Dia. to 
72"Dia.

1/2 Round
30"D x 60"L to 
36"D x 72"L 

Polygon
30"D x 60"L to 
36"D x 72"L  

Square
42"D x 42"L to 
72"D x 72"L

Rectangle
30"D x 60"L to 
60"D x 270"L

Height-Adjustable Table
Available in sit-sit and  
sit-to-stand height ranges  
to provide best-in-class 
ergonomic performance.

Credenza
Sizes integrate seamlessly 
with the dimensions  
of other Haworth product 
lines. Clean alignment 
encourages use in  
multiples. 

Catering Cart 
Lightweight with built-in 
handles and matching 
casters for easy mobility. 
Available in laminate, and 
designed to integrate with 
Planes elements and other 
products. 

Cart Podium
Cabinet, shelf, and a false 
front provide optimum 
storage of papers, a
computer, and cables.

Double and Single Easel
Accommodates informa-
tion boards that also hang 
on the horizontal wall rail 
system. All surfaces are 
writable.

Media Cart 
Stows a projector beneath 
the laptop tray. A false 
back door provides access 
to concealed cables, while 
a front door hides a storage 
shelf. Locking doors make 
it easy to move from room 
to room.

Small Cart
Designed to hold a phone or 
remote controls within arm’s 
reach, or magazines in a 
lounge area. The cabinet, with 
its adjustable shelf, allows 
infrequently-used items to 
be stored out of sight. 

Horizontal Wall 
Rail System 
Holds the information 
boards in place for a  
writable surface or as  
a projection screen. 
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Finishes

Textured Paint

Double-cut Veneer

Wood Grain Laminates

Beachwood WL-RL

Brazilwood H-KA

Melba WE-RT

Colombian Walnut
H-KG

Edge Profiles. Planes tables are available in standard Haworth Edge profiles — T-Mold, 3mm Edgeband, Wood 
Edgeband, Cascade, and Wood Cascade, plus the new Wood Knife edge profile available with the green core. 

Square
42"D x 42"L to 
72"D x 72"L
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Planes®

Like other Haworth products, Planes is sustainability-focused, with an optional green core made of 100% recycled 
tree fiber and zero added formaldehyde. 

Rectangle
30"D x 60"L to 
36"D x 96"L,  
36"D x 72"L with Flip

Cable Base
Route and conceal cables 
through a center base.  
Side doors allow easy 
access, and an interior  
cleat manages wires neatly. 

Stretcher
As part of the Y-Leg, the 
stretcher accommodates 
cables, passing wires 
through a grommet in
the base. 

Metallic Paint

Laminates

Sorrel WF-RC

New Age Oak H-KC

Wenge WC-RW

River Cherry H-KD

Ebony WJ-RE

Sanara H-KE
Williamsburg Cherry
H-KF

Plaster TR-TW Grout TR-TG Cement TR-TY Pitch TR-TFSilver TR-LE Champagne TR-MC Gunmetal TR-MG

Linen H-WL White Sand H-LC Platinum H-3P Putty H-AA

Rectangle
23"D x 34"L to 
29"D x 70"L
Height ranges 
up to 22"H-48"H

Corner
23"D x 34"L to 
23"D x 46"L
Height ranges 
up to 22"H-48"H



Featured Fabrics and Finishes 

Cover:   Y-Leg with glides, Metallic Silver.

Page 2 – 3:   Credenza – Wenge, Back Painted White Glass; Rectangle Table – Linen, 
                      Y-Leg – Metallic Silver.  X99 Advanced Seminar Chairs and Enclose
 Moveable Walls Featured.

Page 4 – 5: Pebble Table – Beachwood, Interior Leg – Metallic Champagne; Cable Base – Linen.
 Patterns Workwall and Zody Task Chairs Featured.
 
Page 6 – 7:  Square Tables – Beachwood, Standard Special Double
                     Y-Leg – Metallic Champagne. Avenue and Zody Task Chairs Featured.

Page 8:   Rectangle Table – Linen, Y-Leg – Metallic Silver. X99 Seminar Featured.

Page 9:   (Top) Rectangle Table – Linen, Y-Leg – Metallic Silver. X99 Seminar Featured.
                (Bottom) Media Cart – Linen, Polygon Table – Linen.

Page 10 – 11:   Cart Podium – Linen, Rectangle and Polygon Tables – Linen, 
                          Y-Leg – Metallic Silver. X99 Seminar Featured.

Page 12:   (Top) Media Cart – Linen, Metallic Silver.
                  (Bottom) Easel with Information Board – Metallic Silver.

Page 13:   Rectangle Table – Linen, Y-Leg – Metallic Silver.
 
Page 14 – 15:   Rectangle Table – Sorrel, Cable Base – Sorrel, 
                          Perimeter Leg – Metallic Champagne, Easel – Metallic Champagne.
 Enclose Moveable Walls and Components, and Zody Task Chairs Featured.

Page 16:   (Top) Double One-touch flip-top power unit – Metallic Silver.
 (Bottom) Cable base – Wenge.

Page 17:  Planes Height-Adjustable Table top – Linen, Base – Metallic Silver 

For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
Download additional copies at haworth.com.
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